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Lawrence: After Arabia a full-length feature film tells the story of the last years of the life of 
T.E. Lawrence - Lawrence of Arabia and his mysterious death. Chronologically this feature film 
follows on from David Lean’s “Lawrence of Arabia” (1962) and “Dangerous Man: Lawrence 
After Arabia” (1990). 

While principal photography is schedule for Spring 2019, a mini-shoot with key characters and 
scenes has been scheduled for mid-October and will be filming in Dorset and in France.  

The role of T.E. Lawrence has been played by Peter O’Toole, Ralph Fiennes and more 
recently Robert Pattinson in Werner Herzog’s “Queen of the Desert”.  Lawrence After Arabia 
has cast Bournemouth actor Tom Barber Duffy in the title role having searched for an actor 
with the intensity for the role and who could play a younger and older Lawrence.  

Tom trained formally as an actor at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, where he 
attained a Masters in Acting for Screen. Here he completed his first feature film, “The 
Befuddled Box of Betty Buttifint” and started writing and directing his own short films. Since 
graduating, Tom has played a number of theatre roles and starred in his second feature film 
"Anti Matter" playing the male lead, Nate. “Anti Matter” has gone on to be screened at 
festivals, most notably Raindance, and had a theatrical release in the US, and on-demand and 
DVD release in the UK. Tom has completed a number of short films, had a role in the film 
“Imitation Game” and roles in TV including “Downton Abbey” and “Tank Men”. 

Other actors in the film include Nicole Ansari Cox (wife of actor Brian Cox) playing Sarah 
Lawrence (TE Lawrence’s mother) and Dorset based Celia Muir, Steve Rollins, Rick Savery, 
Russell Biles and Mervyn Sutter 

While the film has raised its Pre-production and Production budget the Post-production cost 
are to be raised by “angels” - film lovers who want to be part of movie making history. In 
exchange for a small investment sponsors will be credited as Associate Producers, appear as 
an extra or watch filming. We are also searching for corporate sponsors. 

It is planned to complete principle photography in June 2019 with film release on 21st May 
2020.  
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